Abstract. The idle computational resources of CSCW environment that is composed of computer clusters are mined to construct the multi-cluster grid in order to support the computation-intensive tasks. For fitting the state changes of idle computing resources during the computing process, the techniques of cooperation and migration agents are adopted. Through the concurrent dataflow, the supper element, and the density factor, the dynamic buffer pool (DBP) was built up. By using of the Grid techniques, the cooperative computing agent, the cooperative communication agent, and DBP, a cooperative communication system (CCMS) for parallel computing agent was designed and implemented. The experimental results show that CCMS can increase the speed-up of parallel computing task. It can be fit for the computation in CSCW based on Internet.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information techniques and Internet, the research results based CSCW became the key techniques building enterprise information infrastructure [1] .The computer aided design based on cooperative work environments is playing the more and more important role in the business behavior of enterprise today. Especially, CSCW work contains a lot of computation-intensive task to be processed in some high performance computes.
On the other hand, Intranet is more and more extended and a great deal of cheap personal computers are distributed everywhere, but the use rate of their resources is very low. The researches of papers [2, 3] point out that many resources is idle in most network environments at a certain time. Even it is the busiest time of a day, still one third of their workstations weren t used completely. So the paper [4] proposed a framework how to min and use the idle computational resources of CSCW environment that composed of multi-clusters connected by Intranet. It uses the idle computer resources in CSCW environment to construct a Visual Computational System (VCE). VCE can support two kinds of migration computations: (1) the Serial Task based on Migration (STM); (2) the Task based on Data Parallel Computation (TDPC).
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Architecture of MCG
We use of the idle computational resources (e.g. the time that the users take a rest or do the other works and the computer is idle) in CSCW environment, to support the computation-intensive tasks of CSCW. The Computation-Intensive Task is that it needs very long time to run, and it also needs high performance computer to support, such as the finite element analysis. CA is the basic element to execute computation task. If a CA could complete independently the task, we call it as the independent computing agent (ICA). If a CA couldn t complete independently the task, and it must cooperate with others, we call it as the cooperative computing agent (CCA). CMA is the only communication component in a computing node and CMA is on this computing node forever. During the computing process, the migration component only is the cooperative computing agent. The figure 1 shows that the cooperative computing agent 1 has been migrated from computing node 1 into computing node 4. But the CMA of CN 1 is still in CN 1 .
CCMS Structure
(1) Buffer block (BB) is defined as a communication unit, and it is composed of a certain size memories. Its size be defined as |B|.
(2) Concurrent Dataflow (CDF) There is a communication relation between cooperative computing agent CCA i and CCA j (i j), C i is a CN on which CCA i runs, C j is a CN on which CCA j runs. CMA i and CMA j are two cooperative communication agents which run on C i and C j respectively. DF ij is the dataflow from CCA i to CCA j , DF ji is the dataflow form CCA j to CCA i . During the computing and migration process, there are many dataflow among the computing agents at the same time. These dataflow are call as concurrent dataflow.
A dataflow DF ij is a sequence of buffer blocks, and it has a density factor k (k 0) that is the buffer block numbers from CCA i to CCA j in a unit time. When k is 0, DF ij is closed. RM is m w r matrix and it is the receiving buffers that store data received from other m concurrent data flows; it is called as receiving buffer matrix. Its matrix element is called as supper element, and it has two formats:
null; compose of k (k 0, k is the density factor) buffer blocks that size is |B|; w r is the numbers of column of RM.
Every a row of RM is a dataflow that save data received from other cooperative computing agent. So
RFC is m vector and its element is the density factor of dataflow; Namely,
SM is m w s matrix and it is the sending buffers that store data sent into other m concurrent data flows, and it is called as sending buffer matrix. Its matrix element is also supper element; w s is the numbers of column of SM.
SFC is m vector and its element is the density factor of dataflow; Namely, SFC[i] is the density factor of dataflow SM [i] .
(4) Global Directory GD is defined as a relation table GD (CCA id , CN id , CCT id , sta), where CCA id denotes the identifier of CCA; CN id denotes the identifier of computing node on which CCA runs; CCT id is the identifier of CCT which CCA belongs to; sta is the state of CCA, and sta { ready , computing , migration }.The row numbers of GD be written as p and its means is that there are p cooperative computing agents in MCG at present.
(5) Buffer Block Set BBS is the set of all communication buffer blocks in a computer node, and its size is |B| N B .
CCMS structure is shown as the figure 2. There are three cooperative computing agents distributed into three computing nodes. Figure 2 shows that communication method of these cooperative computing agents through CCMS. 
CCMS communication process
CCT= {CCA 1 , CCA 2 CCA t } is a cooperative computing team and LCC= {C 1 , C 2 C t } is the logical computer cluster which is supporting CCT. GD is global directory. CMA i (1 i t) is the cooperative communication agent of computing
Algorithm 4 (Sending data process)
The sending data process includes two threads: one is the data gather thread (DGT) from local CCA; another is the data sending thread (DST) through network adapter. DGT process is as follows:
(1) Do step (2) DST process is as follows:
If DF ij is not NULL then {get data d from DF ij ; send d into CMA j which runs on C j ; free the buffer blocks;}
Algorithm 5 (Receiving data process)
The receiving data process includes two threads: one is the data receiving thread (DRT) from network; another is the data transfer thread (DTT) that transfer data to local CCA. DRT process is as follows:
(1) Do step (2) 
Analysis and Experiments
Analysis for CCMS
CCMS has many characteristics, they are as follows:
(1) Any a row of the matrix SM and RM of DBP is a concurrent dataflow that is a logical channel between a pair of cooperative computing agents. CCMS use the Matrix SM to implement the one-to-many communication; CCMS use the Matrix RM to receive message from other many cooperative computing agents which runs on other computing node. So CCMS can support the parallel computing.
(2)Every concurrent dataflow has a density factor. The size of density factor is the communication data quantity of concurrent dataflow. We can adjust the value of density factor to control parallel dataflow.
(3)The element of SM and RM is called as the supper element, because it can be composed of k buffer blocks. When k=0, the dataflow had been closed.
(4)SM and RM share the BBS space, so it can increase the use rate of memories for buffer blocks.
Experiments
We built a MCG that is composed of 16 computers and 4 computer-clusters that connected by Intranet. The computing tasks provided by MCG are the matrix operations and the linear programming. The CCT algorithms (Parallel algorithms based on computer cluster) for the matrix operations and the linear programming are given. The intranet clock is synchronous by GTS protocol. In order to make the tasks to migrate as far as possible in the MCG, We make use of the random migration function RandMigration() and form the migration strategy during the test processes. The description for cooperative rules [8] is given. The experimentation includes seven times, and each time has 12 hours, and the total amount is 84 hours. Through the average values of the test information, we observe the operation results of CCMS. We implement two communication models: One is CCMS which had been implemented according to CCMS; another is BCMS (binding communication system) which communication agent will be migrated with their cooperative computing agent together and it doesn t adopt the DBP technique. The experiment results are as follows:
There are four types of CCT scale: (1) CCT is composed of 2 CCAs; (2) CCT is composed of 4 CCAs; (3) CCT is composed of 8 CCAs; (4) CCT is composed of 16 CCAs. Experiment 1. The CCMS and BCMS speed-up, which are along with CCT scales change, have been tested. The test result is shown as in the figure 3 . This test result shows that CCMS keeps linear speed-up and CCMS can support parallel computation effectively. 
Analysis and Experiments
Because of the heterogeneous resources, the state changes of idle computing resources during the computing process and the migration of cooperative computing agent, the communication problem of agent become very important. Constructing cooperative communication system, which is independent system from the computing agent system, we can increase the speed-up of parallel computing task and effectively use the memory resources for communication buffer.
